
Notes on Acts 19 : 1 – 7  ‘Immersing yourself in the fullness of the Spirit’ 
 
  You will all have received a copy of the Hope Platinum Jubilee resource called 
‘70 Acts of Service’. We have now only 53 days left until the Queen’s Official 
celebrations to do as many of these as we can. Well, that’s not quite true because 
these 70 acts are acts we are to do not as a one off, but again and again in our 
lives. The heart of Hope Together is that we do them to reflect something of the 
serving life of our Queen that we may then bless people at work, at play and in 
our town. A good example of this is the Feast of Flowers in July when we really 
desire for our churches to being so much colour and joy, as well as the presence 
of Jesus into the life of our town. Hope Together wants us to immerse ourselves 
as much as we can into these as much as Paul would wish us to immerse 
ourselves into the astonishing life of the Spirit. 
  
  Who is the Apostle of the Holy Spirit? It is neither Peter nor Paul, but John and 
the irony is that our only reference to him so far this year is our text for the year. 
As the Spirit had led and taught Peter to the tipping point of Cornelius, so now 
a new Apostle is called for, because the primary focus is no longer the Jews, but 
the Gentiles. The Holy Spirit needs to use a very different sort of man from Peter, 
and the man chosen for this was the multicultural Paul who had himself learned 
the many lessons of love on his three very different missionary travels; our 
reading comes from his third journey. Paul did not just preach sermons, he 
planted, tendered and nurtured his young, small churches in the way of Jesus 
and in the life of the Spirit. They stressed and strained his heart, mind and soul 
by how they lived and mistakes they made showing that they still needed to learn 
the lessons of Acts 19 themselves. 
 
  When Paul returned to the churches he’d planted, I wonder whether he used 
his Apostolic experiences as an opening gag?  I think these 12 men in Ephesus 
would certainly qualify as such a gag like way who for the last 25 years had 
completely missed the point of what the ministry of John the Baptist was all 
about. John’s focus was on the renewal of Israel and he called them to 
repentance and to live a life of full obedience to the Torah. These men neither 
realised that John’s ministry pointed towards Jesus as the Messiah to come or 
as the one who would baptise them into the life of the Spirit; as in Luke 3 verse 
16. So, this is what the Apostle to the Gentiles does. He leads them to faith in 
Christ and after their experience of the Spirit, he teaches them what a fully 
immersed life looks like. Such a fully immersed life can be found in Galatians 5 
verses 16 – 23.  
 
  In verses 16 and 25 Paul speaks of a life of companionship noted by the Spirit 
who is not mute but who talks and talks and talks with us and to whom we are 
to respond again and again like God walking with Adam in the garden of Eden, 



or Jesus on the Emmaus Road; this we have thought about in terms of the 
prophetic. He walks with us hand in hand that we may be aware of his presence 
and comfort in times of difficulty, as well as when he corrects and disciplines us 
when we stop listening 
  
  In verses 17 and 24 he speaks of a conflicted life because the immersed life in 
the Spirit includes our learning to say No!! Thus, the Spirit teaches us not to 
choose the familiar ways of the flesh, which are toxic and poisonous to this new 
immersed life in the Spirit, but to choose the initially unfamiliar ways of the 
Spirit and build our habit filled life on them.  
 
  Paul finally speaks of a life of completeness in verses 18, 22 and 23. It is the 
Spirit who grows in us the full life of Jesus which includes that ongoing 
experience of forgiveness, mercy and the grace of God. It is also the experience 
of life in all its fullness which describes life as fully technicolour, life filled with 
a purpose and life lived out in a vocation. It is also a life filled with the character 
of God’s new creation of the fruit of the Spirit known now with our lives rooted 
in hope, filled with the future now and experiencing the joy of resurrected life to 
come.  
  
  Everyday Supernatural honestly admits that it is not the whole story. A fully 
immersed life is more than this, but it is certainly not less than this and we are 
not play the gifts off against the graces, or the graces off against the gifts, as the 
church has done in the past. Instead, we are to hear verse 2 loud and clear again 
and again in our lives and may our answer and experience be equally loud and 
clear too. 
 

Questions on Acts 19 : 1 – 7  ‘Immersing yourself in the fullness of the Spirit’ 
 

1. Why was there the need for a very different type of Apostle than Peter? 
 
2. What are the differences between Peter and Paul?  
 
3. What had these men in Acts 19 missed for the last 25 years? 
 
4. What does a fully immersed life in the Spirit look like? How does Galatians 5 
    verses 16 – 23 help us in this?  
 
5. What does it mean to speak of the Companionship of the Spirit, a Conflicted  
    life in the Spirit and a Completed life in the Spirit? 
 
6. What does it means to play the graces of the Spirit off against the gifts, or  
    vice versa and why is this so dangerous? 


